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Three authoritative yet accessible reference books explaining the terms, concepts, histories,

and significant personalities of occult systems and practices.Dictionary of Satanism is a

concise yet wide-ranging reference guide for the casual reader. It features essential information

on the important concepts, issues, people, places, and events associated with Satanism. Also

covered are the myriad forms and names that satanic worship has taken from ancient times to

the present. Following its original publication in 1818, Collin de Plancy’s Dictionary of

Witchcraft became a landmark study of demonology and the occult. A significant influence on

the Romantic literary movement and notably consulted by author Victor Hugo, de Plancy’s work

remains an essential reference text for any student of the dark arts. Dictionary of Pagan

Religions offers a wide-ranging survey of the many religious cults that have flourished around

the world from the Stone Age to the present. From Egyptian to Celtic traditions and Gnosticism

to Cabala, coauthors Harry E. Wedeck and Wade Baskin have compiled information about the

rites, rituals, and influences of these religious systems.  
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of SatanismWade BaskinPREFACESince paleolithic times the ever-imminent enslavement of

man by the powers of Evil has been a part of the human predicament. The words of one song

now in vogue among the devotees of acid rock are all too revealing: ‘My name is Lucifer….

Please take my hand…. The sun, the moon, the stars all bear my seal…. Your love for me has

just got to be real.’ In the song Lucifer promises to share his love until the end of time, assuring

the listener that whoever follows him will have no regrets. It is obvious that the pursuit of

sensual pleasures, resistance to restraints in any form, the triumph of egoism over altruism, of

materialism over spiritualism — all are responses to tendencies deeply rooted in man’s

psyche.The tremendous current interest in occult phenomena is widespread and embraces all

levels of society and sophistication. Popular novels, films, music, magazines, and newspapers,

particularly those of the underground type, produce a constant stream of Satanic encounters,

first-hand accounts of presumably inexplicable situations involving spirits, witchcraft, and other

Satanic phenomena in their widest applications. Dark beliefs that have haunted men for

millennia have sprung into new life. Everywhere there is a passionate eagerness to discover

and test, to probe the outer fringes of knowledge, to draw new assurances from superstitions,

esoteric cults, and Cabalistic teachings that lack scientific verification. From the gruesome

murder of Sharon Tate to the pay-as-you-join Church of Satan administered by Anton Lavey,

the omnipresence of the cult of Evil is undeniable.The present work is intended to serve as a

concise but comprehensive reference for the casual reader. It embraces concepts, issues,

people, places, and events associated through the ages with Satan in his multifaceted but

continuous manifestations. I am fully aware that it cannot provide answers to all the questions

in the mind of the reader, yet I hope that it will provide him with reliable information in many

areas and with a basis for further explorations in others.For his help in preparing this book, I

am indebted to my son, Wade.W. B.Satan Presiding at the Sabbath(From Paul Christian,

Histoire de la magie)The Garden of DelightsDetail of Satan’s ThroneHieronymus

BoschAA. .A... Symbol of the secret society founded by Aleister Crowley and known as the

Argentinum Astrum.AAHLA In Egyptian religion, one division of the Amenti, or lower

regions.AAMON One of the three demons in the service of Satanachia, commander of the first

legion of Hell.AARON Byzantine magician reputed to have possessed the Key of Solomon. He

is said to have been an adept in the black arts, commanding legions of demons.AARON One

of the earliest sketches of a medieval Jew (1277) is labeled Aaron fil diaboli. ‘Aaron, son of the

Devil.’AARON’S ROD A magic wand embellished by a serpent. When cast before the Egyptian

Pharaoh, it turned into a serpent.AATS In Egyptian religion, the domain of the dead was

divided into fourteen or fifteen divisions, each called an aat and presided over by a different

deity.ABADDON The leader of the demon locusts described in the ninth chapter of the Book of

Revelation. This is the Hebrew name of the Angel of the Bottomless Pit. The meaning of the

Hebrew word is ‘the destroyer.’ In Greek he is identified as Apollyon, the name by which he is

called in Pilgrim’s Progress.ABADIR A title bestowed by the Carthaginians on their principal

deities. In the Punic language, the name means ‘mighty father.’ABARIS A priest of Apollo



renowned for his prophetic gifts.ABASTOR One of the horses of Pluto, god of the underworld

in classical mythology.ABATHAKATHI An African enchanter. See Zulus.ABATUR In Gnosticism,

the father of the Demiurgus, the creator of the world. In occult teachings, he is the third

Logos.ABBA AMONA In the Cabala, the occult names of the two higher sephiroth of the upper

triad.ABBEY OF THELEME Society founded in Sicily, in 1920, by Aleister Crowley. The

licentious behavior of its members discredited the society.ABELLION In Celtic mythology, an

important deity. He was identified with the Olympian god Apollo.ABERDEEN WITCHES A

witch-hunting craze that swept over Aberdeen following publication of King James’ Demonology

in 1957 resulted in the burning of twenty-four persons.ABGURVADEL The magic blade of

Icelandic wizardry was used in occult operations.ABHAMSI In mysticism, the four orders of

being: gods, demons, pitris, men.ABIGOR Demon who commands sixty infernal legions. He

appears as a handsome cavalier on a winged horse. He knows the future and all the secrets of

war.AB-I-HAYAT In mysticism, the water of immortality.ABLANATHANALBA In Gnosticism, a

term similar to ‘Abracadabra.’ It reads the same from either end and was used as a charm in

Egypt. It may mean ‘Thou art a father to us.’ABRACADABRA A magic word of unknown origin.

It is widely supposed to ward off evil, sickness, and death. Quintus Serenus Sammonicus, who

accompanied the Emperor Severus to Britain in the year 208, mentions it in a poem as a cure

against tertian fever. Dejae mentions it in his Journal of the Plague Year. Eliphas Levi

discusses the ‘magic triangle’ at length and connects it with other occult concepts, including

the symbolism of the Taro. For best results, the word should be arranged in the shape of a

triangle and worn around the neck. The word is commonly written:The word is supposed to be

a corruption of the sacred Gnostic term ‘Abraxas,’ a magic formula meaning ‘Hurt me

not.’ABRAHAM THE JEW A German Jew who was at once an alchemist, magician, and

philosopher. Born in Mayence in 1362, he is supposed to have learned by word of mouth

secrets transmitted by the Egyptian occultists, particularly Abramelin.ABRAMELIN A sorcerer

known through Samuel Mathers’ translation of a manuscript written in French in the eighteenth

century but purporting to be a French translation of a Hebrew document, completed in 1458.

The central doctrine of The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage is that the cosmos is

populated by hosts of angels and demons. The demons work under the direction of the angels.

Man stands between the angelic and the demonic forces. To him are attached a guardian angel

and a wicked demon. Initiates can control the demons.ABRASAX In demonology, the word

designates a demon with the head of a cock, a huge belly, and a knotted tail. Also,

Abraxas.ABRAXAS A mystic term in vogue among the Gnostics. It can be traced to Basilides

of Alexandria, who used it in the second century as a title for the divinity. In Greek numeration,

the seven letters of the word denote the number 365, the days of the solar year, representing a

cycle of divine action. Moreover, 365 was supposed to be the sum total of the spirits who

emanated from God. Occultists believe that the word has magical powers when engraved on

stones or gems and worn as a charm.ABRED In Celtic cosmogony, the force opposing

Cythrawl, the power of evil.ABSTINENCE Ritual magic requires careful preparation. To

summon a demon, the magician first prepares himself by abstinence or by some other means

which will heighten his powers. Eliphas Levi recommends thorough cleansing before

undertaking a magical operation, a minimum of sleep, and abstinence from sex, intoxicating

drink, and meat.ABYDOS The ancient holy city of Osiris, god of the dead. It lies two hundred

miles north of Luxor and was the sanctuary of an even older mortuary god before Osiris came

to dwell there. Kings delighted to honor the place, and people came from all over Egypt to lay

their bones in its sanctified ground, hoping thereby to win greater glory in the next world. The

exact location of the tomb of Osiris was known to the devout.ABYSS In Egyptian religion, a



descriptive name for the abode of the dead. In Babylonian thought, it was the primeval chaos

from which the universe evolved.ABZU (ABSU) In Sumerian religion, the watery abyss, abode

of the god Enki. In Chaldean mysticism, Absu is the dwelling place of Ab, father of the source

of the waters of knowledge.ACCUSER (THE) One of the names of Satan.ACERSECOMUS A

term denoting the uncut hair on the head of the god Apollo.ACHELOUS In Greek religion, a

river god. The Etruscans used masks of Achelous to protect buildings against the powers of

evil.ACHERON In classical mythology, one of the rivers of Hades. It was called the River of

Woe.ACMON In Greek mythology, a god who existed before the creation of Heaven.ACONITE

A cardiac and respiratory sedative. It is a common ingredient of flying ointment used by

medieval witches.ACRATOPOTES A name applied to Bacchus. In Greek, the expression

means ‘a drinker of wine.’ADAD A Babylonian god of wind and storm. Also known as Rammon

and, earlier in Palestine and Syria, as Hadad.ADAMITES In 1925, a group of Adamites were

discovered near Oroville, California. Anna Rhodes was the priestess of the cult. She believed

that she and her husband were Eve and Adam. They held naked orgies in a farmyard renamed

the Garden of Eden.ADAM KADMON A Hebraic expression associated with the Aramaic

expression Adam Kadmaah. Of mystical significance, it denotes the prototype of

mankind.ADAMUS EXUL A tragedy written by Hugo Grotius. See: Temptation of

Adam.ADEPTUS EXEMPTUS One of the ten grades in Alesteir Crowley’s cabalistic system. It

corresponds to sephira 4, or Jupiter, and completes the student’s training in practical

magic.ADEPTUS MAJOR One of the ten grades established by Aleister Crowley in his

cabalistic system. It corresponds to sephira 5, or Mars. Here the adept obtains a general

mastery of magic.ADEPTUS MINOR One of the grades or ranks established in Alesteir

Crowley’s cabalistic system. It corresponds to sephira 6, the sun, and involves the attainment

of ‘the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel,’ a rite of sex-magic.ADONIS

In Greek legend, a youth loved by Aphrodite, who lamented his death each year. Although he

was required to descend to the kingdom of the dead, he was allowed to return to the upper

earth to live with Aphrodite during spring and summer. His death and rebirth symbolize the

vegetation cycle and have their counterparts in the myths of other cultures.ADRAMELECH

Mathers lists Adramelech as one of the ten evil sephiroth, commanded by Sammael, the angel

of poison. Children were sacrificed to Adramelech in ancient times. His cult probably originated

in Syria and later was introduced into Samaria.In demonology, he is regarded as the grand

chancellor of Hell, superintendent of the Devil’s wardrobe, and president of the high council. He

reveals himself in the shape of a mule or a peacock.ADY, THOMAS Author of one of the most

rational protests against witch-hunters, entitled A Candle in the Dark, or a Treatise concerning

the nature of witches and witchcraft: being advice to the judges, sheriffs, justices of the peace

and grandjurymen what to do before they pass sentence on such as are arraigned for their

lives as witches (1656).AEACUS In Greek mythology, one of the three judges in

Hades.AEGIPAN The god Pan, represented as having the feet of a goat.AELLO One of the

three dire Harpies of Greek mythology.AELURUS In Egyptian religion, the cat-god. He is

represented as a human figure with a cat’s head.AERIAL DEMONS One of six classes of

demons identified by medieval theologians. They roam through the air but remain close to

human beings. They can fashion bodies for themselves from thin air. Moved by passion like

men, they can cause natural disturbances. They can be invoked by sorcerers and often change

their shape.AEROLITE A story meteorite presumed to be of divine origin and worthy of

veneration. Aerolites were worshiped in Phoenicia, Syria and elsewhere in the ancient

world.AERUSCUTORES The Phrygian designation for the priests of Cybele. In Rome, they

were called Galli.AESCHYLUS Greek playwright (525–456 B.C.) whose Eumenides is



permeated with allusions to demonical powers. The ghost of Clytemnestra, slain by Orestes,

invokes the powers of Hell:Awake, ye powers of Hell!The wandering ghostThat once was

Clytemnestra calls — Arise!AESIR The Nordic pantheon, including the supreme god

Odin.AESMA In Zoroastrianism, the evil spirit of anger that inspires vengeance.AESYMNETES

An epithet of Bacchus, god of revelry.AFRASIAB A serpent identified by the Scythians with the

archfiend Ahriman.AFRICAN BUILDERS’ ARCHITECTS A mystical association founded by C.

F. Koffen (1734–1797). Its purpose was to supply Egyptian, Christian, and Templar mysteries to

its initiates.AFTERLIFE In the earliest Greek records, the dead are thought to have their abode

in a dark and grim realm. In mystery cults, the concept of metempsychosis was generally

maintained.AGALIAREPT Grand general of the infernal spirits. He commands Buer, Gusoyn,

and Botis. He has the power to discover all secrets and unveil the greatest mysteries. He

commands the second legion of spirits.AGAMEDE A witch mentioned in Homer’s

Iliad.AGARES One of the three demons who serve Lucifuge, Prime minister of

Lucifer.AGARTHA Vast underground realm ruled by the King of the World.AGATHODEMON A

Greek term designating a beneficent demon that accompanies a person throughout his life.

Socrates had such a demon.AGAURES Grand duke of the eastern region of Hell. He

commands thirty-one legions, teaches languages, causes terrestrial spirits to dance, and routs

enemies.AGDISTIS An aspect of Cybele, primarily androgynous.AGE OF AQUARIUS A term

that has become almost synonymous with cults that glorify evil and the supernatural. It was

popularized in the late sixties by the play Hair. See: Aquarius.AGELASTUS Epithet of Pluto,

god of the underworld. In Greek, the name means ‘not laughing.’AGE OF DEMONS According

to Hesiod, demons live ten times as long as the phoenix which, in turn, lives ten times as long

as a man, or 680,000 years. Plutarch notes that demons are also subject to disease and

sickness, and reduces their age to 9,720.AGLA A mystic term used for invoking demons. It is

formed from the initial Hebrew letters in the expression meaning ‘God will be great forever’:

Aieth Gadol Leolam Adonai.AGLAOPHOTIS A herb growing in the deserts of Arabia and used

to invoke demons.AGLAUROS A mystery cult that flourished in ancient Athens. Aglauros was

the principal deity of the cult.AGNES First person accused of witchcraft in England. She was

exonerated in 1209, after she had passed the test by red-hot iron.AGNI HOTRI In the religion

of the ancient Aryans, these were the priests of the god of fire, associated with the

swastika.AGONACES An ancient sorcerer reputed to have lived 7,000 B.C. and taught

witchcraft to Zoroaster.AGRAMAINIO The great spirit of Evil praised by Giosue Carducci in his

hymn to Satan (‘Inno a Satana,’ 1863).AGRICULTURAL RITES In pagan religions, agricultural

rites were performed in order to win the favor of the gods. The basic need was to secure

abundant harvests. The rituals included dancing around the fields and sprinkling the ground

with sacrificial blood, sometimes human blood. Cattle were also offered to the deities who

presided over the productivity of the earth. Phallic ceremonies were in vogue, as symbolic of

fertility. Incantations, invocations to the chthonic deities were regular features of the vegetation

cults. In addition, suppliants marched in procession through the fields while prayers were

offered to the divinities in charge of the growing, ripening and mature crops. Rain ceremonies

especially were elaborate. They included magic formulas, thunderous music, and, ultimately,

joyful dancing and feasting.All such vegetation cults, despite ethnic and geographical

variations, were fundamentally identical. They sought the beneficent cooperation of the

powerful, unseen forces of nature.AGRIPPA A grimoire shaped like a man and written in black

on purple pages. It should be hidden in a special room. Initially it was the property of priests

alone, but its owners were easily identified since they reeked of sulphur and smoke.AGRIPPA

VON NETTESHEIM Henry Cornelius von Nettesheim (1486–1535) was a German diplomat,



physician, philosopher, and author. He made religion an amalgam of Cabalistic mysticism, neo-

Platonism, and Christianity. He traveled widely, lectured in Italy on Hermes Trismegistus, and

wrote De occulta philosophia (1510), a defense of magic and a synthesis of occultism and

science. In his book he explains how to summon spirits:If you would call any evil spirit to the

circle, it first behooveth us to consider and to know his nature, to which of the planets he

agreeth, and what offices are distributed to him from the planet.This being known, let there be

sought out a place fit and proper for his invocation, according to the nature of the planet, and

the quality of the offices of the same spirit, as near as the same may be done.For example, if

his power be over the sea, rivers or floods, then let a place be chosen on the shore, and so of

the rest….These things being considered, let there be a circle framed at the place elected, as

well for the defense of the invocant as for the confirmation of the spirit. In the circle itself there

are to be written the general divine names, and those things which do yield defense unto us;

the divine names which do rule the said planet, with the offices of the spirit himself; and the

names, finally of the spirits which bear rule and are able to bind and constrain the spirit which

we intend to call.AGRUSADAPARIKSAY Ancient Hindu treatise on occultism.AGUERRE,

PIERRE D’ Sorcerer who, during the time of Henri IV, used witchcraft to kill several persons.

Witnesses testified that he had used a golden baton to conduct the Sabbat.AHASUERUS The

Wandering Jew.AHHARU In Assyrian demonology, these are evil vampires.AHRIMAN In the

dualistic doctrine of Zoroaster, Ahriman (Angra Mainyu, the ‘Destructive One’) is the principle

of evil. As the Evil Spirit, the great destroyer, and the source of all evil, he is the arch enemy of

Ahura Mazda, the ‘Wise Lord.’ Eventually, a great world catastrophe will signal the defeat and

disappearance of Ahriman. According to Zoroaster, Angra Mainyu and his twin Spenta Mainyu

are the eternal antagonists. In the Avesta, Ahura Mazda is identified with the beneficent

spirit.AIGUILLETTE The French word for ligature.AITA In Etruscan religion, the

underworld.AIWASS The spirit who dictated Aleister Crowley’s first important work on magic,

the Book of the Law (1904).AIX-EN-PROVENCE NUNS Sister Madeleine de Demandolx was

bewitched by Father Louis Gaufridi and later underwent exorcism under the direction of the

Grand Inquisitor Sebastien Michaelis. Some time after she entered a convent in 1607, she

began having convulsions. Her symptoms spread to other nuns, culminating in one of the most

notorious investigations of the seventeenth century.AIX-EN-PROVENCE French city, scene of

a famous outbreak of diabolical possession during the first part of the seventeenth century.

Madeleine de Demandolx de la Palud stated that her ex-confessor, Father Louis Gaufridi, had

been her lover at the Ursuline convent at Marseille. Transferred to Aix in 1609, she suffered

convulsions and diabolical attacks. Father J. B. Momillon tried in vain to exorcise the ‘green

demon’ Gaufridi had imposed upon her. She contaminated five other nuns.After Sebastien

Michaélis, the Grand Inquisitor, failed in his attempts at exorcism, François Domptius took

charge. One of the nuns, Louise Capeau, acknowledged that she was under the control of

three demons: Verrine, Gresil, and Sonnillon. Madeleine was possessed by 6,666 demons led

by Belzebuth. Gaufridi finally confessed under torture that he had signed a pact with the Devil.

Though he later recanted, he was burned alive on April 30, 1611.AKAR In Egyptian religion,

the proper name of that division of the infernal regions corresponding to Hell.AKIKEL One of

the leaders of the angels who, according to the Book of Enoch, swore allegiance to

Samiaza.AKO MANA In Zoroastrian religion, the collective evil mind of men who are under the

influence of the Druj.AL-AIT Phoenician god of fire. Al-Ait is a mystical figure in Koptic

occultism.ALAL In Assyrian demonology, evil spirits. They are demons of

destruction.ALASTOR Chief executor of the decrees of the infernal court presided over by

Lucifer.ALBERT THE GREAT Dominican scholar (1193–1280) whose interests extended to the



realm of the occult. Tradition credits him with summoning up the dead and writing occult

treatises. Also known as Albertus Magnus.ALBIGENSES A sect that arose in Italy and

southern France in the eleventh century. Also called New Manicheans and Chatari, they taught

the transmigration of the souls of the unperfected. They were almost exterminated by the

Inquisition.ALCHEMY The forerunner of chemistry seems to have originated in Alexandria

during the first century A.D. when the practical art of metallurgy developed by the Egyptians

was fused with the philosophical speculations of Greek philosophy and the mysticism of the

Middle Eastern religions. Hermes Trismegistus was credited with originating the art of

alchemy.Although in the beginning alchemy was a practical series of chemical operations

based on the accepted theory of nature and matter, the mystically minded soon developed

alchemical ideas and stressed divine revelation, the search for the divine elixir, and the secret

of immortality. The pseudo-science reached its zenith in the Middle Ages, when learned men

like Roger Bacon believed in the transmutation of base metals into gold. History records that

more than one imposter was put to death for failing to produce the philosopher’s

stone.ALCHIDAEL Name assumed by Mme. Thibault, High Priestess of Carmel Church at

Lyon, France.ALDOVRANDI, ULYSSES Physician and naturalist (1522–1605). In his

Monstrorum Historia (1642), the Italian scholar expressed the opinion that monsters are born

of the union of women and incubi.ALEURANTHROPY Transformation into a cat.ALEXANDER

III King of Scotland. A specter is supposed to have appeared at his nuptial ball in 1285 and to

have announced his impending death. He died in a hunting accident the same year.ALIGAR

One of three demons serving Fleuretty, lieutenant general of the legions of Hell.ALI ILLAHIJA

An Asiatic sect that practices the orgiastic rites associated with the ancient cult of

Anahita.ALKAHEST In alchemy, the universal solvent.ALLATU In Sumero-Akkadian religion,

one of the names of the evil demon, Death. He is the offspring and servant of Ereshkigal. His

more familiar name is Namtar (Namtary). In Assyro-Babylonian religion, Allatu is the goddess

of the underworld, consort of Bel, and later the consort of Nergal.ALLEGIANCE TO SATAN A

witches’ Sabbat opened with a ritual of allegiance to Satan. Guazzo’s Compendium

Maleficarum (1626) describes the ritual:When these members of the devil have met together,

they light a foul and horrid fire…. They approach him to adore him, but not always in the same

manner. Sometimes they bend their knees as suppliants, and sometimes they stand with their

backs turned…. Going backwards like crabs, they put out their hands behind them to touch him

in supplication.ALL FOOLS’ DAY April 1, when practical jokes are played on credulous victims.

All Fools’ Day originated in the Celtic cult of Arianrhod.ALL HALLOW’S EVE (HALLOWEEN) A

festival of Druidic origin, celebrated on October 31, on the evening before All Saints’ Day. The

Druids believed that Saman, the lord of death, on this occasion summoned the souls of evil

men condemned to inhabit animal bodies. Witches, demons, and the spirits of the dead

assemble on this night.ALLIER, ELISABETH Demoniac successfully exorcised in 1639 by

François Faconnet. The two demons who had possessed her for twenty years admitted that

they had entered her body by means of a crust of bread which they had put into her mouth

when she was seven. They fled from her body in the presence of the Holy Sacrament. The

demons were named Orgeuil and Bonifarce.ALOCER Grand duke of Hell, depicted as a

horned horseman with the head of a lion. He commands thirty-six legions. His dragon-footed

horse is enormous. He teaches the secrets of Heaven and the liberal arts.ALOE A plant used

by the ancient Semites to ward off evil spirits. Its flowers were hung from the door-lintel.ALP

See Mare.ALPHONSUS DE SPINA Author of the first book ever printed on witchcraft:

Fortalicium Fidei (Fortress of the Faith), printed in 1467.ALRAUNE In Teutonic mythology, a

female demon.ALU A Mesopotamian demon with canine features. Some artists depicted him



without legs, ears, or mouth. He preferred silence and darkness.ALUQA A female demon who

is at once a succubus and a vampire. She depletes men and causes them to commit

suicide.AMAM In Egyptian religion, the devourer of the dead.AMAN One of the demons who

possessed Sister Jeanne des Anges. Aman was among the first of the demons whom she

managed to expel.AMANE According to the Book of Enoch, one of the leaders of the two

hundred angels who rebelled against God and swore allegiance to Samiaza.AMBRONAY

French village where St. Bernard chained the Devil. The ring used by St. Bernard is preserved

in the local church.AMBROSIUS CATHARINUS Initiator of the idea that Satan aspired to the

office of Jesus Christ. See Lancelot Politi.AMDUSCIAS Grand duke of Hell. He commands

twenty-nine legions. He has the head of a unicorn but also appears in human form. He gives

invisible concerts. Trees sway to the sound of his voice.AMENTI In Egyptian religion, the land

of the dead, conceived as a dark region resounding with lamentation, where the souls of the

wicked remained forever. The Roman view of the underworld as depicted by the Poet Vergil is

remarkably similar to it. According to the Egyptians, the soul enters the underworld, is

conducted by Anubis to the hall of Osiris, is judged by 42 judges, and passes on to Aaru or is

condemned to torment.AMERS According to the Book of Enoch, one of the leaders of the two

hundred angels who rebelled against God.AMIANTHUS Fine silky asbestos, said to absorb

maleficent influences.AMINADAR One of the names of the Devil, according to St. John of the

Cross.AMMIT In Egyptian religion, the Eater of the Dead. Depicted as part crocodile, part

hippopotamus, and part lion, he eats men’s hearts after they have been weighed in the hall of

judgment and found wanting.AMMONIUS SACCAS Alexandrian philosopher who lived

between the second and third centuries A.D. He rejected Christianity because he could not find

in it anything superior to the older religions.AMON (AAMON) Supreme divinity of the

Egyptians, became a marquis of Hell in the Satanic tradition. The wolf-headed demon with a

serpent’s tail vomits flame and commands forty legions. Sometimes he takes the shape of a

human with an owl’s head. He knows both the past and the future.A. M. S. G. Counterfeit of the

motto of the Jesuit order. The first letters of the words Ad majorem Satanae gloriam (‘to the

greater glory of Satan’) are used by Satanists in their rites. These letters are inscribed in

intersecting triangles encompassing the head of a goat.AMULETS Objects worn by a person to

ward off evil influences. Examples include rings, scarabs, stones, the teeth of animals, ivory

phalli, and plants.AN An aspect of Re, the Egyptian sun god.ANACHITIS A stone used for

conjuring water spirits.ANAHITA Persian goddess, identified with Cybele and Artemis, and

known under this aspect as Mater Artemis or Artemis Anahita. Her cult was marked by the

sacrifice of bulls (the taurobolium) and by sacred prostitution, performed by her attendants

known as hierodouloi. The name of the goddess means ‘the unsullied.’ANANCITHIDUS A

stone used for invoking demons.ANANIA, JOHANNES LAURENTIUS Sixteenth-century

demonographer. Author of De Natura Daemonum (On the Nature of Demons), published in

Venice in 1581.ANCIENT ONE The officiating priestess at a Black Mass generally was known

as ‘The Ancient One’ even though she was usually young.ANCIENT SERPENT The

Devil.ANDATE (ANDRASTE) A British goddess of victory to whom captured warriors were

sacrificed.ANDRAS Marquis of Hell. The owl-headed demon with the naked body of a winged

angel rides a black wolf and brandishes a sword. He commands thirty legions.ANDROID A

human-shaped automaton. Among the most famous androids, some of which were said to be

animated by the Devil, were Descartes’ Francine and Hoffmann’s Coppelia.ANGEL OF

AUGSBURG Agnes Bernauer, a beautiful woman, was born in Biberach about 1410. She was

drowned as a witch in 1435. She worked as a servant in Augsburg before Albrecht, Duke of

Bavaria, fell in love with her and, against the wishes of his father, recognized her as his wife. At



the father’s insistence, and in the absence of her husband, she was pronounced guilty of

having bewitched Albrecht. German poets have immortalized her name.ANGEL OF DEATH

According to rabbinical commentaries on the Pentateuch, the Angel of Death (Sammael), in

the form of the ancient serpent, tempted Eve to commit adultery, and became the father of

Cain.ANGEL OF LIGHT One of the names of Satan, based on Paul’s second letter to the

Corinthians (11:14): ‘Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.’ANGEL-PEACOCK A

name given to Satan by the Moslem sect of Sunnite-Saafites who worship him under the name

of Iblis. The name recalls the belief that the Fallen Angel recovered his spiritual colors because

his motives were lofty.ANGERBODA In Norse mythology, a giant ogress. She is the wife of Loki

and mother of Fenrir, Hel, and Ioermungandr.ANGES, JEANNE DES See Loudun, Nuns

of.ANGITIA Italic goddess of serpents.ANGRA MAINYU The spirit of Evil, identified in the

Avesta as the son of the prophet Zoroaster. He transformed the Daeva of primitive Iranian

paganism into a legion of wicked spirits. Angra mainyu, the ‘Destructive One,’ allies himself with

destruction, deceit, darkness, and death. The struggle between him and Ahura Mazda makes

up the history of the world. At the end of the twelve millenniums accorded to the world, another

son of Zoroaster, Saoshyant, will usher in an era of eternal peace. See Ahriman.ANIGUEL One

of the grand dukes of hell.ANIMAL SACRIFICES In ancient Greece, horses were sacrificed to

Poseidon, swine to Demeter, goats to Dionysus and Apollo, and dogs to Hecate.ANIMISM

Worship of the spirit that animates all things. The primitive form of worship is based on the

belief that all things possess a natural life or are endowed with souls.ANITO Among the Bontoc

Igorot, the maleficent spirit of a dead person. The anito causes sickness and death.ANIZEL

One of the grand dukes of Hell.ANKH In Egyptian religion, a T-shaped cross surmounted by a

loop. It symbolized life.ANNUNAKI In Babylonian religion, the underworld judges of the

dead.ANOLIST Anciently, a diviner who conjured demons at an altar.ANSUPEROMIN French

sorcerer, notorious during the reign of Henri IV for his participation in witches’

Sabbats.ANTHROPOMANCY Divination by inspection of human entrails. Gilles de Rays (Rais)

is supposed to have engaged in the practice of anthropomancy.ANTHROPOPHAGY The

practice of eating human flesh. Witches were supposed to engage in anthropophagy at the

Sabbat. Marie de Sains testified at the trial of Gaufridi that she had slaughtered several

children and eaten their hearts. De Lancre states that the bones of victims were preserved for

as long as a year and cooked with herbs that softened them.ANTICHRIST Christ’s great

adversary. The Catholic Church teaches that he will be an individual human personality whose

activity will be directly linked with apostasy throughout the world before the second coming of

Christ ends his dominion. Scriptural authority (I John 2; 18, 22; 4:3; II John 7; 2 Thes.) supports

the view that he will rule the earth for some time before its destruction. St. Jerome states that

he will be a man sired by a demon. Medieval scholastics such as Albertus Magnus and

Thomas Aquinas held that the Antichrist will be born of the tribe of Dan in Babylon, will be

circumcised in Jerusalem, and will be accepted as the long-awaited Messiah. He then will

rebuild the temple and proclaim himself God. After three and a half years God will send Enoch

and Elijah against the Antichrist, who will defeat their hosts. Christ will dispatch the archangel

Michael to destroy the Antichrist on the Mount of Olives. Early Christians identified the

Antichrist as Nero. Later Christians identified him variously as Mahomet, the Pope, Attila,

Napoleon, Hitler, Stalin, etc. One prophecy fixed his arrival in 1524. Albert Diirer, Jean Duvet,

and others were strongly influenced by the prediction. Tertullian and others refer to him as the

‘Ape of God.’ See Belial, Number of the Beast.ANUBIS The jackal-headed Egyptian god of the

dead. In the judgment hall of the gods, he presides over the weighing of human souls. Among

the Greeks and Romans, he was identified with Cerberus, the three-headed dog.ANUNNAKI



Children of the Sumerian god An. In the realm of the dead they acted as judges.ANWYL The

Celtic world of the dead, corresponding to Greek Hades.APAP The serpent of evil, as

described in the Egyptian Book of the Dead. See Apep.APE OF GOD Title used by Tertullian

and others in referring to the antichrist. The disparaging name was also bestowed on Satan

after he organized his own kingdom and began to imitate the divine institutions and

organizations.APEP In Egyptian religion, a monster serpent, servant to the evil god Set. Apep

and other monsters daily obstructed the passage of Re. Crushed and destroyed, it revived

daily, having been endowed with immortality. Also Apap, Apophis, Apepi.APIS In Egyptian

religion, a sacred bull, symbol of fertility. He was credited with oracular powers.APOCALYPSE

The last book of the New Testament, also called Revelation. Its obscure but poetic symbolism

is the work of St. John. It comprises seven visions revealing the future of Christianity. The

Beast of the Apocalypse figures prominently in the book. Albert Dürer produced fifteen

remarkable engravings on the subject. See Satan’s Fall, Number of the

Beast.APOCATASTASIS The great return of universal reconciliation which, according to

Origen, will entail the ultimate salvation of the Devil.APOCRYPHON IOHANNIS The Secret

Book of John. This is a treatise, recently discovered, that belongs in the corpus of the Gnostic

writings of Egypt.APOLLONIUS OF TYANA A Pythagorean philosopher who flourished in the

first century A.D. He traveled widely, lecturing on occultism, and gained a reputation throughout

Asia Minor, where temples were dedicated to him. During the Middle Ages his reputation

became legendary. His ghost is supposed to have been evoked by Eliphas Levi, in London, in

1854.APOLLYON The Greek equivalent of the Hebrew name Abaddon, meaning ‘the destroyer.’

The Angel of the Bottomless Pit is mentioned in the fifth chapter of the Book of Revelation as

the chief of the demon locusts. He is also called Apollyon in Pilgrim’s Progress.APOTROPAIC

CEREMONIES In pagan religions, these ceremonies, involving incantations, spells, and

sacrifices, were intended to divert or drive away malefic gods or spirits that might prove

harmful to human life and activities.APOTROPAION A charm that protects one against evil

spirits or the Evil Eye.APOTROPAISM A defensive or protective form of magic. By means of

incantations, spells, rituals, and amulets apotropaic magic aims to ward off malefic

forces.APPARITIONS Hallucinatory images of persons, living or dead. They are most likely to

appear on Friday night. See Phantom, Poltergeist, Specter.APPELLATION OF BACCHUS

When an initiate in the Orphic mystery cult performed all the rites and ate the living raw flesh of

an animal, thus absorbing Dionysus himself, the god of life, he became a Bacchus. After that,

the Orphic votary abstained from meat.APSARAS In Vedic writings, an undine or waternymph.

Gautama Buddha was tempted by legions of these big-breasted nymphs. In occultism, an

apsara is a sleep-producing plant or an inferior force of nature.APULEIUS Platonic philosopher

of the second century. His book, The Golden Ass, relates the adventures of a man changed

into a donkey and reveals much concerning the mysteries of Isis. Medieval demonographers

turned him into a great enchanter.AQHAT A Canaanite myth known through texts discovered in

Ras Shamra. In the myth, dying and reviving gods of fertility are symbolized by the

disappearance and return of rainfall.AQUARIUS The approaching Age of Aquarius, beginning

about the year 2,000 is supposed to be marked by international harmony. The modern

astrologer’s Great Year lasts approximately 26,000 years. Its twelve sections correspond to the

signs of the zodiac. It is generally agreed that the Age of Leo, when sun worship predominated,

ended about the year 8,000 B.C.; the Age of Cancer, marked by moon cults, around 6,000

B.C.; the Age of Gemini, marked by the influence of Mercury and the invention of writing, in

4,000 B.C.; the Age of Taurus, which brought in the worship of the bull or the Golden Calf, in

2,000 B.C.; the Age of Aries, conspicuous for ram worship, about the time of Christ’s birth; and



that the Age of Pisces, marked by the growth of Christianity, is now drawing to a close.

Aquarius, the celestial Water Carrier, symbolizes service to others. See Age of

Aquarius.AQUATICS One of six classes of demons identified by medieval theologians,

following the suggestions of John Wierus. They wreak havoc at sea. When they take on bodies,

they often appear as females, and as nereids, nymphs, or naiads.AQUINAS, THOMAS The

great Italian scholastic teacher (1225–1274), called ‘The Angelic Doctor,’ stated in his

Sententiae: ‘Magicians perform miracles through personal contracts made with

demons.’ARALLU The underworld of the Semitic tribes inhabiting ancient Mesopotamia. It was

a great city shrouded in darkness and dust. The souls of the dead passed through the tomb

and descended into Arallu, where they drank dirty water and ate dust.ARANI A disc-like

wooden vehicle in which the Brahmins generated fire by friction, using a pramantha, a stick

which symbolized the male generator. The esoteric ‘womb of the world’ is a swastika used in a

mystic ceremony replete with secret meanings.ARBATEL A sixteenth-century handbook of

magic. It deals with the nature and functions of the spirits that pervade the cosmos.ARCADIAN

RITUALS Human beings were frequently sacrificed to the gods in Arcadian

rituals.ARGENTINUM ASTRUM Society founded by Aleister Crowley after he was expelled

from the Order of the Golden Dawn. The name Argentinum Astrum (‘Silver Star’) was generally

not used. Instead, members of the society used this designation: A.’. A.’..ARCHAEUS In Greek,

the word means ‘the ancient.’ It is used by Cabalists to name the oldest manifested

deity.ARCHER-WIZARDS Makers of spellbound images. They often tried to insert into their

waxen figures objects which had been parts of the intended victim — hair or the parings of

nails. They flourished in the sixteenth century.ARCHETYPE C. G. Jung and his followers

believe in the existence of archetypes — symbolic ideas derived from the experience of the

race and present in the individual’s unconscious. The archetype controls the individual’s ways

of perceiving the world. The Devil is a universal archetype.ARCHITECT (GREAT) See Great

Architect.ARCHONS The Gnostic sects, convinced that the world was thoroughly evil, thought

that the supreme God was far away in a distant heaven. The world was assumed to be

governed by lesser deities hostile to God or unaware of his existence. These deities were

called Archons.ARDAT-LILI In Semitic legend, a female demon who copulates with

men.ARMOR, YANN D’ Pseudonym of Pierre Bourieux, French occultist.ARNOLD OF

VILLANOVA Thirteenth-century occultist. He is credited with invoking Satanic powers to help

him in his medical practice.ARNUPHIS Egyptian sorcerer. In the second century A.D., he is

supposed to have saved Marcus Aurelius’ army by inducing a downpour of rain.AROE The

Bororos of Brazil believe that the spirits of the dead merge into a collective being whom they

call Aroe.ARPHAXAT Ancient Persian sorcerer, killed by a thunderbolt.ARRHETOPHORIA A

Greek festival during which phalli and snakes fashioned from pastry were thrown into a pit.ARS

MORIENDI A book published in 1542 by Domenico Caparnica, Bishop of Fermo. ‘The Art of

Dying,’ a collection of the teachings of the bishop’s many predecessors, enjoyed great

popularity. It showed the faithful how to resist diabolic temptations even until the moment of

death.ARTEMIS (DIANA) The Greek goddess of hunting and queen of wild beasts inspired a

barbaric mystery cult in Sparta, where human beings were sacrificed to her.ARTEPHIUS A

twelfth-century occultist, he reputedly lived more than a thousand years, with the help of

demons. He wrote The Art of Prolonging Life, according to tradition, at the age of

1025.ARTISSON, ROBERT A demon who had intercourse with Alice Kyteler. He appeared

sometimes as a man, sometimes, as a black dog or a cat.ASCLEPIUS A work purporting to

describe the magic rites used by the ancient Egyptians. It probably dates from the second or

third century A.D.ASEB The Egyptian fire god.ASHAKKU In Mesopotamian religions, the



demon of the head. He entered the body through sin and caused headaches.ASHANTI The

predominant tribe among the African tribes transported to Jamaica. Ashanti witchcraft (obeah)

was antagonistic to Ashanti religion, but practitioners of the latter, proscribed by law in

Jamaica, often turned to obeah in order to survive.ASHIPU In ancient Mesopotamia, a priest

specializing in the exorcism of disease-producing demons.ASHMOG In the Avesta, a dragon or

serpent with a camel’s neck. Cabalists call it the flying camel.ASHMOLE, ELIAS Seventeenth-

century English alchemist.ASHTAR VIDYA The most ancient Hindu work on magic, preserved

only fragmentarily.ASMODEUS In Jewish demonology, an evil spirit sometimes credited with

causing matrimonial happiness. His cradle is the Avesta, the sacred book of the Zoroastrian

religion. The Persians added the word daeva to the name Aeshma. Aeshma daeva, ‘demon of

lust,’ later was identified as the king of the demons. The genie of concupiscence became a

satellite of Satan in Christian theology. Asmodeus was the name of the chief demon who

possessed the body of Jeanne des Anges. He filled her mind with ‘shameful things.’ASMOUG

In Mazdean religion, chief emissary of Ahriman, the Spirit of Evil. His function is to incite

discord and kindle warlike feelings among the nations.ASPIC A poisonous asp, one of the

principal attributes of the Devil.ASPILCUETTA, MARIE D’ French witch. She was arrested

during the reign of Henri IV. She confessed that she had attended the Sabbat.ASS Through the

ages the ass has been the symbol of evil (in Egyptian theology), stupidity and stubbornness,

and sexuality. Though the ass appears in incantations used in black magic, the Devil never

assumes his shape.ASSASSINS A masonic and mystic order founded in Persia in the eleventh

century by Hassan Sabah. The sufis who founded the order were addicted to hashish eating.

They used hashish to induce celestial visions. The chief of the order was called the Old Man of

the Mountains and wielded absolute power.ASSYRIAN DEMONOLOGY The ancient Assyrians

recognized a host of evil demons. The monuments of Chaldea prove the existence of an

extremely complex demonology, including the mas, lamma, and utuq; the alapi, alal, and

nirgalli; and the disease-engendering demon of the southwest wind. The mas, lamma, and utuq

are divided into two classes, good and evil. The alal appear to be demons of destruction. The

labartu, labassu, and ahharu are ghosts, phantoms, and vampires. The nirgalli are lion-headed

and eagle-claw-footed demons. The seirim of the Israelites recall Assyrian carvings which

depict evil spirits in the shape of goats.ASTARA FOUNDATION A world-wide organization

whose tenets are drawn in part from ancient mystery cults.ASTAROTH Powerful grand duke in

the western region of Hell. His wife is Astarte, a Phoenician moon goddess with elegant horns

forming a crescent. He has the face of an ugly angel, rides a dragon, and holds a viper in his

left hand. As treasurer of Hell, he wields great power. Wierus states that he knows both the

past and the future. He is supposed to be one of the seven princes of Hell who visited Faust.

Astaroth (Ashtaroth, Ashtoreth, Astarte, or Atargatis) was originally the Great Goddess of

Canaan, equivalent to the Babylonian Ishtar. As the goddess of fertility, she was worshiped with

lascivious rites. She became a male demon with bad breath.ASTARTE Goddess of lust and

sexuality. Known also as Astorath in Satanic circles. The blood of a sacrificed child, mixed with

the wine from the chalice, is offered to her.ASTHAR VIDYA The oldest Hindu work on magic.

Only fragments survive.ASTRAL BODY Modern occultism teaches that a ‘body of light’ leaves

the corpse of a dead man and moves on to the astral plane of existence. His soul eventually

moves on to higher planes, leaving the body of light on the astral plane as an astral corpse or

body. The astral body retains a faint spark of life. It retains a desire to live again and can be

drawn back to the ordinary world, where it can prolong its existence indefinitely by absorbing

life-energy from living creatures.ASTRAMPSYCHOS Ancient Chaldean sorcerer.ASTROITE A

precious stone said by Zoroaster to help one to appease the terrestrial demon, summon



benevolent spirits, and obtain answers to questions put to them.ASTROLATRY The cult of the

stars as a means of divination. This type of cult was predominant in the Near East and in

Mesopotamia. It was also in force among the Aztecs, in the pre-Columbian

period.ASTROLOGY In many pagan religions astrology played an important role in rituals and

ceremonials and in the general beliefs of the people. This was particularly the case among the

Egyptians, the Romans, and the Assyro-Babylonians. The movements of the heavenly bodies,

the rising and setting of the sun, eclipses were studied in order to discover the arrangement of

the cosmic system and its influence on the lives of men.The Babylonians were the pioneers in

this science. Their observations, from the third millennium on, were gradually systematized into

formal prognostications, based on astrological and astronomical calculations, regarding the

effectiveness of any human undertaking. The interpreters were the priests attached to a

particular temple, and their decisions were accepted not only by the people at large but by the

rulers themselves.The Assyro-Babylonian deities, to whom were assigned in the divine

scheme special areas of the heavens, were the arbiters of human fate as manifested by

astrological science.Among the Romans, astrology was carried to even greater lengths and

greater exactitude. The entire cosmic system was put under minute observation. The

orderliness of the heavenly bodies suggested to the professional astrologers the possibility of

mathematical precision in forecasting human events. For the gods themselves had now

become identified with the heavenly bodies. During the period of the Roman Empire, astrology

exerted a powerful influence in major national policies and in the imperial decisions and

decrees of the ruling emperor. From Mesopotamia and the temples where astrological

practices were in force, the science spread to Egypt. Greece was not greatly affected until after

the death of Alexander the Great in 323 B.C., when Oriental influences imposed themselves on

Hellenistic life.In Rome, every level of society felt the force of astrological predictions. In one

particular direction, in medicine, astrology exercised a powerful influence that lasted for

centuries. See Aquarius.ASTRONOMOS An initiate into the mystery cult of ancient

Thebes.ASTRUM ARGENTINUM A secret society founded by Aleister Crowley. The

scandalous behavior of those who entered his Abbey of Theleme in Sicily discredited the

society.ASURAS In Vedic mythology, these were demons, led by the serpent Vritra.ASVINS

Vedic deities possessed of many forms. Twin sons of the sun and the sky, they are among the

most mysterious of all gods. In esoteric philosophy, they are the reincarnating

principles.ATARGATIS A Phrygian goddess corresponding to the Greek goddess Artemis. In

Syria, she inspired a mystery cult. In Greece, she was worshiped as a manifestation of

Aphrodite.ATHAME A black-handled knife made or inherited by a witch.ATHANASIUS Fourth-

century Christian biographer. His account of the life of St. Anthony is the embodiment of

theological speculation about the Devil during the fourth century. In his long struggle against

the Devil, the saint was tempted in every way imaginable, for his decision to serve God ‘was

intolerable for the Devil who is the enemy of all good.’ Fortunately, ‘he who believed himself

equal with God was outplayed by the adolescent.’ATROPOS See Moira.ATTIS In Asia Minor

Attis was the god of fertility. His worship had also spread to Greece. His cult reflected

occasions of lamentation at his death and rejoicing on his rebirth. In this respect his worship is

akin to that of Adonis. Attis was loved by the goddess Cybele, who drove him into such a frenzy

that he committed self-mutilation.AUCH In 551 the Council of Auch attacked witchcraft: ‘those

who, under the influence of the Devil, pronounce magical incantations.’AUDUMLA In

Scandinavian mythology, the Cow of Creation, source of four streams of milk which fed the

giant Ymir and his sons the Hrimthurses before the appearance of gods or men. She licked the

salt of the primal ice-rocks to produce Bor, father of Odin, Wili, and We.AUKERT An Egyptian



name for the underworld.AULAK Among the Arabs, a vampire demon.AUMGN Aleister

Crowley’s expansion of the Buddhist Om. It is ‘a mantra of terrific power by virtue whereof [the

magician] may apprehend the Universe.’AURA An emanation from a human being. It assumes

various colors and indicates the character of the person.AUTO-DA-FE Torture by fire ordered

by the Inquisition to force confessions of witchcraft.AUXONNE NUNS From 1658 to 1663 nuns

in the Ursuline convent of Auxonne were allegedly possessed by demons. The nuns made

accusations of Lesbianism against their Mother Superior, who later was found innocent.

Physicians testified that the nuns had never displayed any convincing signs of true demoniacal

possession.AVARUS A demon summoned by the French sorcerer Soubert.AYM See

Haborym.AYPEROS Infernal prince who commands thirty-six legions. Represented as a

vulture, he can foresee the future.AYPHOS One of three demons obedient to the will of

Nebiros, field marshal of Hell.AZAEL According to the Book of Enoch, one of the leaders of the

two hundred angels who rebelled against god.In apocalyptic writings, the cosmic power of evil,

identified with man’s evil impulse and death.The name is connected with the ritual of

atonement and associated by Milton with Satan. In Genesis he is the leader of the sons of God

who wedded the daughters of men. Rendered as ‘scapegoat’ in the King James Bible, Azael is

understood to have borne the sins of the people away from them to the Devil.AZILUT In the

Cabala, the world of emanations. It is the great and highest prototype of the other worlds, the

Great Sacred Seal by means of which all the worlds are copied.AZKEEL One of the leaders of

the two hundred fallen angels. According to the Book of Enoch, he rebelled against God and

swore allegiance to Samiaza.AZOTH In alchemy, mercury, treated as the creative principle in

nature. It is symbolized by a cross bearing the letters TARO. Each combination of these letters

has an occult meaning. Paracelsus owned a talismanic jewel in which a powerful spirit was

supposed to dwell. His jewel was called the Azoth.Book of the Devil(Damerval; Paris,

1508)BBA In Egyptian religion, the soul, represented as a bird with the head of a human being.

The Egyptians believed that the ba and the ka or genius, together with the khu or transfigured

soul, could live on if the body of the deceased could be preserved. Hence arose the practice of

mummification of the corpse, sheltering it in a tomb, and providing it with food.BAAL According

to the Lemegeton, the commander of the armies of Hell. The name Baal, ‘lord,’ was applied to

many local deities in Syria and Palestine. The supreme Baal was the great fertility god of the

Canaanites. Children were sacrificed to him.In the Middle East, Baal was a generic name used

by several religious cults. He is a Semitic god of fertility, whose worship was associated with

gross sensuality. Among the Phoenicians, Chaldeans, and Canaanites he was the chief male

divinity.The term Baal was frequently used along with another designation: e.g. Baal-Peor, who

was the Moabite god at Peor and whose worship was steeped in debauchery. In Biblical times

he was at one time worshiped by the Israelites.BAALBERITH A Canaanite god, ‘lord of the

covenant,’ who became a demon in Jewish popular belief. He was one of many devils who took

possession of Sister Madeleine de Demandolx of the Ursuline convent in southern

France.BAALZEBUB The god of Ekron. Beelzebul, the name used for Satan in the New

Testament, mainly in reference to demoniac possession, comes from the name of the god of

Ekron. In Hebrew the expression means ‘Lord of the Flies.’BABYLONIAN DEMONOLOGY

Demons had a central place in Babylonian life. Animal-shaped demons inhabited the fields.

Ghostly creatures, half man and half-animal, haunted graveyards. Generally called alu and

gallu, they were designated more specifically as lilu (spooks), utukku or etimmu (restless

ghosts of those who had met an untimely death), rabisu (vampires lying in ambush), etc. Ardat-

lili and Lilitu were female demons who seduced men. Demons often banded together in groups

of seven. Sickness was attributed to the influence of a demon. For example, ahhazu caused



epidemics while lamastu caused fever and endangered the lives of pregnant women and

children. Plants, minerals, hair, feathers, incantations, and exorcisms were frequently used in

the unending struggle against demons.BABYLONIAN INCANTATION A Babylonian magic text

mentions both Ea and Marduk, gods of magic.Bright oil, pure oil, shining oil, the purifying oil of

the gods, oil which softens the sinews of man.With the oil of the incantation of Ea, with the oil

of the incantation of MardukI have made thee drip; with the oil of softening which Ea has given

for soothingI have anointed thee; the oil of life I have put on thee.BABYLONIAN INVOCATION

An invocation to the goddess Tasmitu to remove sickness and evil spells contains these

words:I, son of …, whose god is …, whose goddess is …,In the evil of an eclipse of the Moon

…,In the evil of the powers, of the portents, evil and not good, which are in my palace and my

land,Have turned toward thee! …May the consumption of my muscles be removed!May the

poisons that are upon me be loosened!May the ban be torn away!BACCHANALIA A Roman

mystery cult, characterized by unbridled debauchery, celebrated in honor of Bacchus

(Dionysus). It was represented by a decree of the Roman Senate in 186 B.C.BACCHANTES

Women dedicated to the worship of Bacchus (Dionysus). Dressed in skins of beasts, they

roamed the country, filled with divinely inspired enthusiasm. They are vividly portrayed in

Euripides’ play, Bacchae. They also were known as Thyades.BACON, ROGER Franciscan

scholar (1214–1294) to whom legend ascribes the creation of an android. His scientific writings

led to his imprisonment on the charge of witchcraft.BACOTI Among the Tonkinese, a witch or

sorcerer.BAEL First king of Hell. His domain is the eastern section. He commands sixty-six

legions. One of his three heads is shaped like a toad, another like a man, and the third like a

cat. The head of the powers of evil has a harsh voice and is a good fighter. Those who invoke

him become alert and cunning, and they learn how to become invisible when

necessary.BAETULUS (BAETYL) A meteorite or similar stone thought to be of divine origin

and made the object of veneration. The Semites believed the baetyl (literally, ‘house of God’) to

be the abode of a divinity. The Court of the Great Mosque at Mecca contains the Kaaba, a

cubical stone building which since the time of Mohammed has sheltered the famous Black

Stone — a meteorite fabled to have been given by Gabriel to Abraham.BAGAHI LACA

BACHABE An ancient formula for invoking a demon.BAHIR A source book on the mystical

Cabala. The word means ‘luminous.’ With the Zohar (Book of Splendor) it presents the basic

teachings of Judaic mysticism.BAHOMET Idol worshiped by the Knights Templar and, later, by

those who took part in the Black Mass.BAKER, STANLEY Two men identified by police officials

as Satan cultists and carrying human bones in their pockets were held in Salinas, California, as

suspects in the slaying of a social worker in July, 1970. Stanley Baker and his companion,

Harry Stroup, were arrested in connection with the death of James Schlosser. Baker said he

shot Schlosser then hacked the body into pieces and ate the heart. He told the officials he

developed a fetish for human flesh after receiving a severe electrical shock. Both men were

said to be Satanists.BAKRU In Surinam, a corpse that walks about like a living

person.BALAAM One of the evil demons who possessed Sister Jeanne des Anges. Balaam’s

passion was ‘all the more dangerous because it seemed less evil.’ The Lemegeton identifies

Balaam (Balan or Balam) as a three-headed devil who rides a bear, carries a hawk on his

wrist, and predicts the future. He is said to have one head like a bull’s, another like a man’s,

and a third like a ram’s. He is often shown naked. In the Old Testament, Balaam is a greedy

sorcerer; in the New Testament, a symbol of avarice, immorality, and idol-worship.BALBERITH

A demon who possessed Sister Madeleine, at Aix-en-Provence. He also listed the other

demons possessing Madeleine, and he gave the special saints opposing these

demons.BALOMA The Trobriand Islanders believe that the baloma or soul leaves the body at



death to lead a shadowy existence in another world. At the annual feast called milamala it

returns to its familiar surroundings.BALOR A giant whose eye blighted every Formorian on

whom it was turned. The ‘eye of Balor’ is an expression used by the Irish to denote the Evil

Eye.BALZAC, HONORE DE A major figure of French literary Satanism. Honore de Balzac

(1799–1850) created Vautrin, the ruthless criminal whose overriding aim was to seek diabolic

revenge against society. Balzac was addicted to occult theorizing. It has been said that his

universe is the self-sufficient creation of a demiurge.BAMBERG WITCH TRIALS Hundreds of

persons accused of practicing witchcraft were burned in Bamberg, beginning with the

administration of Bishop Johann Gottfried von Aschhausen (1609–1622) and continuing

through that of Bishop Johann Georg II, who died in 1632.BANSHEE (BANSHIE) In Irish and

Scottish folklore, a female spirit supposed to warn families of the approaching death of a

member, generally by wailing under the window of the house occupied by the person who is to

die a day or two later. Old Nick in his role as harbinger of death and carrier of souls to the

future world is related to the banshee.BAPTAE In Greek mythology they were the priests of

Cotyto, whose obscene rites were celebrated in Athens, at night. For the purpose of

purification, the priests at certain times were dipped into water. Hence their name, which in

Greek denotes ‘those dipped in water.’BAPTISM The religious ablution signifying purification or

consecration appears in many non-Christian cultures. Baptism belonged to the earliest

Chaldeo-Akkadian theurgy, was practiced in the Egyptian pyramids, had a place in the

Eleusinian mysteries, and is preserved today among the descendants of the ancient Sabians,

the Mandaeans.Medieval theologians agreed that a would-be sorcerer must renounce baptism,

which blots out man’s original sin.BARBATOS One of three demons in the service of

Satanachia, commander of the first legion of Hell.BARCLAY, MARGARET A Scottish

housewife convicted of witchcraft, strangled, and burned at the stake in 1618. At her public

trial, she recanted everything that she had confessed under the influence of a ‘most safe and

gentle torture.’BARD The chanted spells of the Celtic poet or singer were supposed to give him

superhuman powers. He combined the offices of singer, genealogist, and custodian of tribal

lore.BARDESANES An early Syrian writer (154–222 A.D.), called a Gnostic by some and a

Christian by others. His teachings incorporate elements from Gnosticism, Christianity,

astrology, Indian philosophy, and occultism.BARDESANIAN SYSTEM A system worked out by

Bardesanes and called by some a Cabala within a Cabala. A very old Gnostic system, the so-

called ‘Codex of the Nazarenes’ contains doctrines formulated before Bardesanes as well as

the ancient names of good and evil powers.BARDO THODOL See Tibetan Book of the

Dead.BARI Among the Bororos of Brazil, the bari is a sorcerer associated with terrifying spirits

that control wind and rain, sickness and death. He mediates between human beings and the

evil spirits.BARKERS Demoniacs who bark like dogs. Famous examples include the barkers of

Jocelyn, in Brittany, France, and Spanish nuns of the seventeenth century.BARON A demon

who signed a pact with Gilles de Rais (1404–1440). To him Gilles de Rais sacrificed the hands

and hearts of children in order to obtain the secret of the philosopher’s stone.BARON SAMEDI

In Haitian Voodoo, god of the dead and guardian of their tombs.BARRET French village where

the Devil is supposed to have appeared in January 1953.BARRETT, SIR WILLIAM FLETCHER

British scientist and occultist (1845–1926). In The Magus (1891) he describes, with

illustrations, demons, conjurations, spells, and necromancy. He differs from Michaélis in

ascribing attributes to demons: Mammon is the prince of tempters; Asmodeus, the prince of

evil vengefulness; Belzebuth, chief of the false gods. He also introduces new attributes for five

demons: Pytho is the prince of the spirits of deceit; Belial, prince of iniquity; Merihim, prince of

the spirits of pestilence; Abaddon, prince of war and evil; and Astaroth, prince of accusers and



inquisitors. He believed in the existence of a spiritual world, survival after death, and the

possibility of communicating with the dead. See Michaelis, Sebastien.BASILEUS The Archon

or high priest who presided over the Elusinian mysteries.BASILIDEAN GNOSTICISM The

doctrine taught by Basilides comprises a complicated cosmology. Basilides claimed to have

received secret knowledge from the apostle Matthew. His writings, including a twenty-four

volume gospel and commentary, were burned.BASILIDES Second-century Gnostic teacher

who lived in Alexandria. He dealt with the problem of good and evil in terms of Persian

dualism.BASILISK A legendary serpent, lizard, or dragon whose breath, and even evil look,

was fatal. Born of an egg laid by a cock and incubated by a toad, the basilisk is one of the

principal attributes of the Devil.BASQUE WITCHES Wholesale burnings occurred in the

Basque regions of France in 1609. Details are reported in Pierre de Lancre’s Tableau

(1612).BAST In Egyptian religion, a lion-headed or cat-headed goddess whose cult originated

in the protohistoric cult of the lion or lionness. Her worship was associated with the city of

Bubastis. An aspect of Hathor, she was the symbol of sexual passion. Termed in inscriptions

‘the lady of life,’ she is commonly represented as holding a shield in one hand, a sistrum in the

other, and a basket over one arm.BAT A flying mammal generally associated with the witches’

Sabbat.BATAILLE, DOCTOR Fictitious name of Leo Taxil, author of sensational revelations

published in Le Diable au XIXe siècle, beginning in 1892. Dr. Bataille claimed to have traveled

widely, to have witnessed spirit manifestations, satanic initiation rites, and modern worshipers

of Bahomet, and to have learned the secrets of Albert Pike’s occult powers, Sophie Walder’s

conversion, etc. In 1897 Leo Taxil admitted publicly that he had fabricated all of Dr. Bataille’s

sensational revelations.BATSAUM-PASHA A Turkish demon or spirit, invoked to produce good

weather or rain.BATHYM One of three demons in the service of Fleuretty, lieutenant general of

the forces of Hell.BATRAAL According to the Book of Enoch, one of the leaders of the two

hundred angels who rebelled against God and swore allegiance to Samaiza.BATTLE OF

BEWITCHMENT See Boullan, Abbé.BAUDELAIRE, CHARLES French poet. Satan figures

prominently in the work of Charles Baudelaire (1821–1867), whose aphorism is frequently

quoted: ‘The neatest trick of the Devil is to convince us that he does not exist.’ Baudelaire’s

major poetic work, The Flowers of Evil, contains a remarkable hymn of praise to Satan, Les

Litanies de Satan.BAVENT, MADELEINE See Louviers, Nuns of.BAXTER, RICHARD (1615–

1691) A renowned Presbyterian author and teacher, he defended belief in witchcraft in

Certainty of the World of Spirits (1691).BAYEUX French town through which a witch in the

shape of a dog prowls the streets by night, gnawing at bones. When struck with a key hard

enough to draw blood, the dog again takes on human form.BEAST In the Book of Revelation

(13:1–3 and 11–14) two beasts appear: one rises from the sea, the other from the land. Both

are cast into the lake of burning fire prepared for them throughout eternity. A third beast has

the form of a great red dragon and a fourth has seven heads and ten horns (17:3 and 8–11).

All four beasts represent Satan.BEAST, THE GREAT See Number of the Beast.BEASTS OF

THE DEVIL Most prominent among animals associated with the Devil are the goat, serpent,

lion, basilisk, toad, black cat, black horse, yellow dog, crab, devil-fish, and spider.BECHARD

One of the demons who may be invoked by a Satanist. One must summon him on Friday by

writing ‘Come Bechard’ in a circle three or four times. He requires a nut as a

pledge.BECKFORD, WILLIAM Eighteenth-century English writer. He was interested in

demonology and Oriental magic. He wrote Vathek.BEELZEBUB An oracle deity of the

Ekronites. He was worshiped by the Philistines and by idolatrous Hebrews who, in New

Testament times, called him the prince of devils. The name, derived from Baalzebub, is used in

the New Testament to identify Satan. In demonology, he is the prime minister of the infernal



spirits. The name also appears as Beelzebul.BEHEMOTH One of the seven demons who

possessed Sister Jeanne des Anges. Behemoth often filled her mind with blasphemies and

gave her ‘a very strange aversion’ to her vocation.BEHERIT The Syriac name of

Satan.BEKKER, BALTHASAR In De Betoverde Weereld (The World Bewitched), published in

1691, Dr. Balthasar Bekker attacked the doctrines of witchcraft then prevalent and charged that

they were invented by the papacy ‘to warm the fires of purgatory and to fill the pockets of the

clergy.’BEL The Akkadian form of the Western Semitic word Baal, meaning ‘lord,’ ultimately

associated with the rivals of the Hebraic God. In other settings, his name is recorded as Beli,

Belus, Belenus, or Belinus.BELFIEL, JEANNE DE See Loudun, Nuns of.BELIAL The most

vicious of all the demons, he drives a fiery chariot and is named, in the Book of Revelation,

‘The Beast.’ In apocalyptic writings Belial (or Beliar) is the cosmic power of evil, identified with

death and the evil impulse in man. In The War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness,

one of the Dead Sea scrolls, he appears as the leader of the forces of evil: ‘His purpose is to

bring about wickedness and guilt. All the spirits that are associated with him are but angels of

destruction.’BELL, BOOK, AND CANDLE The resources of the Church for excommunicating

heretics were summed up in the phrase ‘to curse by bell, book, and candle.’BELLONA The

Roman war goddess to whom priests offered their blood in sacrificial rites.BELLONARII Priests

who inflicted wounds on their bodies and offered the flowing blood to Bellona, the Roman war

goddess.BELLS They are supposed to ward off demons. Their sound forces demons to

abandon the witches that they are taking to the Sabbat.BELPHEGOR In obscene worship, a

demon with a gaping mouth and a phallic-shaped tongue.BELTANE In Celtic religion, this was

a fertility festival, held in midsummer. A fire was kindled and a sacred tree, the oak, was

burned, together with an image of the vegetation spirit. The mistletoe was cut, and human

sacrifices were performed. The fire, the tree, and the victim all constituted fertility

symbols.BEMILUCIUS An obscure deity of the ancient Celts.BENDIS In ancient Greek religion,

a Thracian moon goddess. Proclus identified her with Persephone.BENEDICT IX, Pope (1032–

1044). Known before he ascended the throne of St. Peter as Teofilatto and later as ‘The Boy

Pope’ (he was probably twelve when he became Pope), he is said to have worshiped demons

and to have had their help in seducing women. He was the teacher of Sylvester II.BENJEES In

the East Indies, devil worshipers.BENNU In Egyptian religion, the soul of Ra and guide of the

gods in the underworld. Identified with the phoenix, the emblem signified immortality.BERASIT

A mystic word used by the Cabalists of Asia Minor. It is the first word of the Book of

Genesis.BERLIOZ, HECTOR French composer whose Symphonie Fantastique (1830)

contains a musical interpretation of the witches’ Sabbat.BERNANOS, GEORGES One of the

most important Catholic writers of the twentieth century. In his first novel, Sous le Soleil de

Satan, Georges Bernanos (1888–1948) seems obsessed by incubi and diabolic

machinations.BES In Egyptian religion, an ancient phallic god, represented as standing on a

lotus ready to devour his own progeny. Later, his image was widely used as an amulet,

throughout the Greco-Roman world down to the Middle Ages.BESTARBETO An obscure

demonic or angelic power.BETH ELOHIM A Cabalistic treatise on angels, demons, and souls.

The Hebraic expression means ‘house of god.’BEWITCH To cast a spell over a person or gain

power over him by charms or incantations. To injure by witchcraft. To seduce with erotic or evil

intent.BEYREVRA Indian demon, master of souls that roam through space. He has crooked

nails. He used one of his nails to cut off one of Brahma’s five heads.BHUT Among the animistic

Dravidians of India, a wicked spirit that haunts graveyards, animates the bodies of the dead,

and devours human beings.BILLIS African sorcerers who are credited with the power to

prevent the growth of rice.BILSON BOY One of a number of young imposters who made false



accusations that caused others to be suspected of witchcraft. His real name was William Perry.

In 1620 he accused an old woman of bewitching him. Later it was discovered that he had been

trained by a priest to feign possession.BINAH The third sephira, represented in the first triangle

of the Tree of Life. In the Cabalistic system, it is the passive, female principle in God. It is called

the Mother, the Throne, the Great Sea. It is the passive Understanding of God. Binah is

symbolized by the cteis, cup, circle, diamond, and oval. Its deities include Hecate, goddess of

witchcraft and sorcery.BINSFELD, PETER German authority on witch-hunting (c. 1540–1603).

He incited many trials for witchcraft and was widely quoted.BISCAR, JEANNETTE A French

sorceress, reputed to have been conveyed to a Sabbat in goat form by the Devil

himself.BISHOP, BRIDGET A black servant tried and convicted of practicing witchcraft in

Massachusetts in 1692. She and several other servants implicated in the Salem affair may

have been practicing a cult resembling voodoo.BLACK BOOKS (GRIMOIRES) Manuals of

magic, pseud-epigraphically ascribed to Solomon, Albertus Magnus, certain Popes, and other

karcists or wizards. Highly popular during the Middle Ages, they describe many occult

practices, rituals, and ceremonies. Among the most notable: Liber Spirituum; the Hebrew

manual called Shemamphoras; Oupnekhat, a Sanskrit manual translated into Persian and later

into Latin (1802) ; Grimoirium Verum, by Alibeck the Egyptian (1517); The Constitution of

Honorius, attributed to Pope Honorius III; Little Albert; Red Dragon; Arbatel; Tonalamatl, an

ancient Mexican manual; Y-Kim, an obscure Chinese work assigned to the fourth millenniun

B.C.; Red Book of Appin; Hell’s Coercion, attributed to Johannes Faustus; The Black Hen; The

Great and Powerful Sea Ghost, by Faustus; Lemegeton, or the Lesser Key of Solomon, which

describes the demonic hierarchy; The Key of Solomon, ascribed to King Solomon; The

Testament of Solomon, a tenth-century account of the building of the Temple by Solomon with

the aid of demons; Liber Pentaculorum; The Sage of the Pyramids; The Almadel; and The

Book of Raziel, reputedly derived from The Book of Signs, a handbook on magic attributed to

Adam.BLACK CAT Like the black pullet, the black cat plays an important role in magic. Long

associated with the Devil and credited with having nine lives, the cat was worshiped by the

ancient Egyptians. A maleficent companion of the Devil and witches who participate in Sabbat

dances, the black cat is a harbinger of bad luck. Those who see him crossing the street before

them must take defensive steps. The heretical Stadinghians were said to worship a black cat,

kissing its genitalia as they did in the case of the Devil at the Sabbat.BLACK DEATH Many

people were charged with witchcraft and held responsible for the deaths of many victims of the

plague which ravaged Europe in the fourteenth century.BLACK DRAGON A popular grimoire.

Attributed to Honorius, it contains instructions for summoning demons and making pacts. Each

day of the week calls for a different procedure. On Monday, Lucifer is invoked; on Tuesday,

Frimost; on Wednesday, Astaroth; on Thursday, Silcharde; on Friday, Bechard; on Saturday,

Guland; and on Sunday, Surgat.BLACK GLANCE Another name for the Evil Eye.BLACK HEN

Like the black dog, the black hen or pullet has long been associated with the Devil and

witchcraft.BLACK HORSE A symbol of death, the black horse is the Devil’s steed.BLACK MAN

The Devil.BLACK MASS The mysteries of witchcraft are inextricably interwoven with occult

pagan cults which, despite unceasing attacks by Christianity, have flourished through the

centuries. Pagan cults stress the distinction between Christian tenets and the beliefs of the ‘Old

Religion,’ or witchcraft. The Black Mass, which attracted much attention during the Middle

Ages, is an obscene travesty of Christianity. Its inverted rituals, lascivious formulas, and weird

pronouncements raise and exalt the Archfiend. Long associated with the Witches’ Sabbat, the

Black Mass probably overlapped into its ceremonials, merging with it to produce one unit with

the sole aim of forming an alliance with the dark forces of the universe and rejecting all tenets



in conflict with the ‘Old Religion.’ As it evolved during the Middle Ages, the Black Mass became

a parody of the Christian Mass. Satan was the object of worship. The altar was dominated by

an obscene figure of Christ or an infernal goat; candles were black; the chalice contained blood

or human fat. Sometimes a nude woman was used as an altar, with the mass being celebrated

on her buttocks or stomach. Presiding over the mass was a defrocked priest. The celebrants

were nude except for a cassock adorned with Satanic symbols. The host was black.Finally the

Black Mass acquired a sinister importance of its own, becoming an independent ritual with its

own locale and devotees, bound by their common interest in Satanism. People from all walks of

life — lowly peasants and high-born ladies, priests and prelates, nobles and servants, were

drawn by curiosity or avarice, by lust or hope, to worship the Archfiend, the Devil, Diabolus. At

the height of the ceremonial, with the priestly officiant taking the leading role, an unbridled

sexual orgy occurred. Brocken Mountain and the church of Blokula, in Sweden, were famous

as meeting places for Black Mass participants.Many paintings, etchings, and sculptures have

tried to capture the wild, orgiastic nature of the rites, often involving sacrifices of crops and

animals.BLACK MASS CONSECRATION After the blood of a sacrificial child had been mixed

with the contents of the chalice, these words were used to accompany the offering made to

Satan:Astaroth, Asmodeus, I beg you to accept the sacrifice of this child which we now offer to

you, so that we may receive the thanks we ask.BLACK PRINCE A name designating the

Devil.BLACK PULLET A grimoire supposedly published in Egypt in 1740 but probably dating

from the latter part of the eighteenth century. Also known as the Black Hen.BLACK SHAMAN A

shaman who is associated with malignant and magic forces.BLACK STONE See

Baetulus.BLAKE, WILLIAM Haunted by apocalyptic visions, William Blake in his The Marriage

of Heaven and Hell (1790) paved the way for many modern writers who, though they may deny

both God and Satan, proclaim the victory of the latter.BLANCHEFLEURE A Parisian Jewess

who announced in 1600 that she had conceived by Satan and given birth to the

Antichrist.BLANCKENSTEIN TRIALS Chatrina Blanckenstein was acquitted of the charge of

bewitching a small child. Her trial was held in Saxony in 1676. In 1689, her daughter confessed

to a series of crimes, under torture, and was condemned to be burned alive.BLOOD From time

immemorial blood has been regarded as a vitalizing agent and has figured prominently in ritual

sacrifices. In paleolithic times the bodies of the dead were put in pits containing ocher. The

reddish ore may have been intended to provide the deceased with a substitute for the vitalizing

agent.The Greeks poured blood into graves to revive the spirits of the dead. In certain mystery

cults, as in Mithraism, blood baptism was used to purify both body and soul. Demons are said

to love blood. Whenever a necromantic act is performed, according to Gratian, author of the

twelfth-century Decretum, ‘blood is mixed with water so that they may be exorcised more

readily by the color of the blood.’BLUEBEARD Probably Gilles de Rais (Rays).BOANTHROPY

The technical term for metamorphosis into the shape of a cow.BOAT OF THE SUN See

Sektet.BOCOR A voodoo adept. Unlike the hungan, who is endowed with supernatural powers,

the bocor buys his gods. He relies on magic alone, not on prayers.BODIN, JEAN French

lawyer, philosopher, and demonologist (1529–1596). His De la Demonomanie des sorciers (De-

monomania of Witches), published in 1580, derived from his personal experience as a judge at

many trials.BODY OF LIGHT A replica of the earthly body, except that it is made of subtler

material. See Astral Body.BOGEY (BOGY) A hobgoblin or specter. The Devil.BOGEYMAN A

goblin or bugbear. The Devil.BOGOMILES A Bulgarian sect originating around the tenth

century A.D. and teaching that the Creator had two sons, Satan and Christ or Logos.BOGUET,

HENRI French jurist. His Discours des sorciers (1602) examines the Sabbat, the powers and

marks of witches, and punishments to be meted out. The appendix presents in seventy articles



many different statutes and court decisions concerning witchcraft. The book is supposed to

have resulted in the burning of more than six hundred witches in Burgundy.BOKOR A Haitian

necromancer. He exercises control over the spirits of the dead.BOLINGBROKE, ROGER

Fifteenth-century English wizard. He was hanged in London for trying to kill Henry VI by

witchcraft.BOLOS OF MENDES Author of the oldest known book on alchemy, Physika kai

Mystika, The Physical and the Mystical, about 200 B.C.BON The animistic religion of Tibetan

tribesmen abounds in sorcery and barbarous practices. The ritual sacrifice of human beings is

practiced.BONAMPAK Wall paintings at Bonampak, the cultural center of the Mayan

civilization, dramatize the sacrificial killing of prisoners of war.BONA-OMA In Roman religion, a

goddess of fertility who was also patroness of female occultists.BONATTI, GUIDO Italian

astrologer and adept in the black arts. Like Michael Scot, the thirteenth-century writer was

consigned to Hell by Dante.BONEWITS, ISAAC An occultist and serious student of magic,

Isaac Bonewits was the first person to receive a college degree based on the study of the

supernatural. In 1970 he received his bachelor of arts degree for ‘studies in the field of magic’

from the University of California in Berkeley. His expressed aim is to translate magic ‘into

modern terms that can be used in a parapsychological laboratory.’BONIFARCE One of the

demons who possessed Elisabeth Allier, a seventeenth-century French nun.BOOK OF

CHANGES See I Ching.BOOK OF ENOCH Many demonological beliefs have their source in

the apocryphal work attributed to Enoch and composed in the second century B.C. The Book

of Genesis notes that the children of God chose the most beautiful daughters of men as their

mates, and it makes Enoch a grandson of Adam.The Book of Enoch relates that the two

hundred children of God swore allegiance to their leader Samiaza. They came down to Aradis,

near Mt. Armon. Each chose a wife and taught her the properties of trees and roots, magic

spells, and witchcraft. The women gave birth to giants.Anarchy, war, and massacres ensued.

God charged Uriel with the task of warning Noah of the coming flood. To Raphael he entrusted

the mission of capturing Azaziel, one of the angels responsible for the revolt against God. God

ordered Raphael to bind him hand and foot, pile sharp, heavy stones on him, and envelop him

in darkness. Samiaza and the other rebellious angels were to be chained under the earth for

seventy generations, until the final Judgment. Their sons were to be slaughtered. At the Final

Judgment, rebellious angels and their chiefs were to be condemned to be hurled into the

depths of a fiery pit, where they would suffer endless torment.The leaders of the two hundred

angels were, in addition to Samiaza: Urakabarameel, Akikel, Tamiel, Ramuel, Danel, Azael,

Amers, Batraal, Amane, Zavehe, Samsavael, Ertrael, Turel, Yomael, and Zazel.The fallen

angels are credited by Enoch with engendering a race of evil spirits whose mission is to torture

mankind.BOOK OF FORMATION Hebraic treatise of great antiquity. It uses mystical numerical

calculations based on the values of letters to expound the creation of the world. Also called

Sepher Yetzirah, Sefer Yezirah.BOOK OF MOSES The standard magicians’ code of the Middle

Ages. It contained a complicated ritual for the induction of neophytes.BOOK OF THE DEAD An

Egyptian handbook for guiding the souls of the dead through the underworld.BOOKS ON

WITCHCRAFT The first book on witchcraft was Johannes Nider’s Formicarius, written in 1435

and published in 1475. The first printed work was Alphonsus de Spina’s Fortalicium Fidei

(1845). Jean Vineti, in a work written in 1450, Tractatus contrademonum invocatores,

described witchcraft as heresy. The idea of the Sabbat was developed in Errores Gazariorum,

also written in 1450. The first work written in French was La Vauderie Lyonois, compiled by the

inquisitor of Lyon. J. Spen-ger and H. Kramer compiled the Malleus Maleficarum, which

became the handbook of the inquisitors.BORDELON, LAURENT Author of some thirty works

on witchcraft, Laurent Bordelon (1635–1730) has been called the Don Quixote of



demonography. The French writer ridiculed both witchcraft and the harsh measures used to

repress it.BOS, FRANCOISE French witch accused of having sexual relations with an incubus

disguised as the ‘Captain of the Holy Ghost.’ She was burned on July 30, 1606.BOTIS One of

three infernal demons in the service of Agaliarept, commander of the second legion of

Hell.BOTOCUDO A primitive tribe of South America, more properly called the Kaingang. They

have evolved elaborate techniques of imitative magic, closely related to animism, in their

attempts to control the weather. The fundamental religious outlook of the Kaingang is animistic.

Their religion is not the expression of an inner need but a naive projection of a peculiar psycho-

physical orientation which focuses attention on the fundamental distinction between one’s own

body and all other bodies.Death sets in motion awesome forces of destruction, causing the

Kaingang to mobilize all their emotional resources. When death is momentarily actualized in

the form of the kupleng or ghost-soul of the deceased, the most elaborate ritual forms are used

to protect the living. The spouse or thupaya stands in greatest danger and must remove all

traces of old contacts with the deceased. The thupaya must free himself from the kupleng

quickly, and he performs rites designed to rid him of his personal fear as well as to protect the

community. He leaves camp alone, abstains from eating cooked food, and sleeps alone at

night. When he kills an animal, he opens its belly and rubs the blood on himself to ‘wash off’

the hunting formerly done for his wife.BOUGET, HENRI French lawyer and demonographer (c.

1550–1619). He was the author of Discours des sorciers, which went through twelve editions in

twenty years and became a standard legal guide.BOULLAN, ABBE Leader of the Work of

Mercy, a mysterious sect founded by Pierre Vintras, and central figure of the great ‘battle of

bewitchment’ that raged in the 1880’s and 1890’s. Prior to his affiliation with the Work of Mercy,

the Abbe Boullan and a nun called Adele Chevalier had founded the Society for the Reparation

of Souls. A defrocked priest, Boullan had a pentagram tattooed at the corner of his left eye and

celebrated Mass in vestments displaying an inverted crucifix. He specialized in exorcism and

recommended consecrated hosts mixed with feces for nuns possessed by demons. On

December 8, 1860, he ceremoniously sacrificed his and Adèle Chevalier’s child, as the high

point of a Mass. He announced in 1875 that he was a reincarnation of John the Baptist and the

new head of the Work of Mercy. He taught nuns to enjoy sexual intercourse with his own astral

body and to hypnotize themselves into thinking that they were having intercourse with Christ

and the saints. Stanislas de Guaita claimed that the practical result of Boullan’s belief in union

with God through the sex act was unlimited promiscuity. Guaita and Oswald Wirth broke with

Boullan and initiated the battle of bewitchment by announcing that they had judged him and

condemned him. Huysmans, one of the partisans of Jean-Antoine Boullan, called him ‘a very

learned and intelligent priest’ in his novel La Bas. The Abbe was also known as Dr. Johannes.

The Satanic orgies that he proposed to his parishioners were called ‘Life Union.’ One of his co-

workers as the Supreme Head of the Church of Carmel was the Head Priestess, Mme.

Thibault.BOULLE, FATHER THOMAS See Louviers, Nuns of.BOURIEUX, PIERRE Breton

magician who wrote many articles on occultism under the name of Yann d’Armor. His

mysterious death in 1949, exploited by the press, drew thousands of visitors to Ker Guy, the

manor in which he had lived. The next year Ker Guy was destroyed by a fire that was

unanimously attributed to the Devil.BOURIGNON, ANTOINETTE A French mystic (1616–1680)

who started a convent for orphan girls in Lille, France. The novices of Lille exploited the

credulity of Madame Bourignon, claiming that they had intercourse with the Devil.BOUVET,

LESIEUR Seventeenth-century provost general of the French armies in Italy. On the basis of

his personal experience, he wrote Manieres admirables, a technical manual for witch-

hunters.BOVET, RICHARD English writer, author of Pandaemonium (1684), a collection



containing commentaries on witchcraft and fifteen amusing ghost stories.BRAGADINI, MARK

ANTONY Sixteenth-century Italian sorcerer. He was beheaded for boasting that he had used

demonic forces to transmute metals.BRAGGA In 563 the Second Council of Bragga branded

as heretical the belief that the Devil ‘by his own power created thunder, lightning, storm and

drought.’BREAKING OF THE TOAD Travesty on the breaking of the Host. At the Black Mass,

the officiant uttered a curse, using the name of Philip IV, as the toad was sliced open. It was

Philip IV who persecuted the Templars.BRETHREN OF THE CROSS A Thuringian sect

charged in 1453 with practicing flagellation and celebrating orgies in secret by night. They were

said to believe that Satan would regain his lost power and expel Christ from

heaven.BRIAREUS In Greek mythology, a monster with a hundred hands.BRIGUE, JEHENNE

DE See Paris Witch Trial.BRINVILLIERS, MARIE - MARGUERITE DE Famous French

demoniac. She was possessed by the Devil at the age of seven.BROCKEN Highest mountain

peak in Harz Mountains in central Germany. Long associated in popular legend with Walpurgis

Night or witches’ Sabbat. One scene in Goethe’s Faust has its setting here.BROOM Goya

captioned one of his satirical drawings of two witches borne through the air on a broomstick:

‘The broom … , besides being useful for sweeping, can … be changed into a mule that runs so

fast that even the Devil cannot keep pace with it.’BRUCOLACAS In contemporary Greek, an

expression designating vampires.BRUXA A Portuguese witch. In isolated country districts she

still commands attention. In 1968, for example, a bruxa was tried in Lisbon for practicing

medicine without a license.BRYNHIL In Norse mythology, the goddess who chose the warriors

who were to die on the battlefield and be conducted to Valhalla. She was the daughter of Odin

and the chief of the Valkyries.BUER One of three demons in the service of Agaliarept,

commander of the second legion of Hell.BUGGERMAN A dialectical term for the

Devil.BUIRMAN, FRANZ One of the bloodiest magistrates of the seventeenth century. He went

so far as to burn as a witch his own executor in the town of Sieburg.BULL In antiquity and in

the ancient mystery cults, the bull symbolized the potency of the male principle.BULLS, PAPAL

The basis for witchhunts in Europe was laid by papal bulls issued by John XXII, Eugene IV,

Innocent VIII, Alexander VI, and Leo X. In Super illius specula (1326) John XXII censured

those ‘who worship demons and make offer sacrifices to them.’ Eugene IV (1437) criticized

those who ‘make ill use of the Eucharist and the elements of baptism.’ In Summis desiderantes

affectibus (1484) Innocent VIII charged that ‘many people of both sexes … turn away from the

Catholic faith and indulge in orgies with incubi and succubi.’ In Cum acceperimus Alexander VI

charged the Lombards with practicing ‘diabolical incantations and superstitions.’BULWER-

LYTTON, EDWARD English novelist and occultist (1803–1873). His many writings include a

collection of fantastic tales, The Pilgrims of the Rhine (1834); Zanoni (1842), dealing with

occultism; and The Haunted and the Haunters (1861), a series of ghost stories.BUNOT, LEON

A hunchback regarded as a witch by the people of Saint-Andre-de-Briouze and killed by Victor

Delorme on November 26, 1948. Delorme accused him of threatening to loose ‘the red

dog.’BURROUGHS, GEORGE New England clergyman. He was one of the most eminent

victims of witchcraft. Cotton Mather concluded that the thirty testimonies against him ‘were

enough to fix the character of a witch upon him.’ He was put to death in 1692. He maintained

his innocence to the end, reciting the Lord’s Prayer on the scaffold. Mather pacified the other

on-lookers, who believed that no witch could recite the Lord’s Prayer without stumbling, by

suggesting that the Devil was most dangerous when he assumed the role of an angel of

light.BURTON BOY Thomas Darling, a disturbed English youth living in Burton, began making

unsubstantiated charges against others in 1596. John Darrell staged a performance in which

he exorcised the demon that was torturing the youth.BURYING ALIVE The practice of burying



alive human beings or animals in the hope of attaining permanence for buildings is associated

with the privilege of collecting rent and the idea of offering sacrifice in payment of debt

due.BWAGA’U Among the Trobriand Islanders, these are male sorcerers.BYRON, LORD In

Manfred (1817) and Cain (1821) Lord Byron was a prime mover in the exaltation of Satan in

literature. In the latter work Cain becomes a sinister man of genius, a victim of his compassion

for mankind.CCAACRINOLAAS In medieval demonology, a powerful demon generally

identified as the grand president of Hell.CABALA A body of occult doctrine. Originally Jewish,

the Cabala has been adopted by many modern occultists. It is hokmah nistarah, ‘hidden

wisdom,’ transmitted secretly from generation to generation since the time of Abraham, who

received it from God. Modern occultists maintain that the most profound secrets of the Cabala

are not recorded in accessible form but are passed on by word of mouth to those who are

worthy of them or embodied in ancient documents which have never left the hands of

initiates.Many of the elements of the Cabala appear also in Gnosticism, which makes

knowledge of the divine the supreme aim of man. Knowledge which comes through divine

inspiration or sacred traditions based on divine inspiration, transforms the knowing subject,

making him a sharer in the divine being.The written part of the Cabala consists of numerous

commentaries by various authors, most of them unknown. The most important of the older

works are the Sepher Yetzirah (Book of Formation), written in Hebrew between the third and

sixth centuries A.D., and the Zohar or Sepher ha-Zohar (Book of Splendor), written in Aramaic,

probably by Moses de Leon, in Spain, around 1300.The Cabalistic system of occult theosophy

had a profound effect on medieval literature and is the source of much medieval and modern

magic and demonology. It teaches that creation is the process of emanation, that man is a

microcosm, and that every element of Scripture has a hidden sense. According to the Cabala,

all men are endowed with magical powers which they themselves may develop. God is the

original principle of all being. All things are created through emanation. The triumph of morality

and goodness among men can overcome the powers of evil. Once man’s mind has achieved

full control, the Messiah will restore the world to a perfect state. First used by Jewish rabbis

and handed down orally through chosen disciples, the Cabalistic system became popular only

after parts of it had been committed to writing. One branch of the system deals specifically with

mystic operations, involving anagrams, names of spirits, etc. Underlying much of the thinking of

the Cabalists is the notion that writing is the means through which man can penetrate into the

divine mysteries. Also Cabbala, Kabala, Kabalah, etc.CABALISTIC CIRCLE The Great

Grimoire gives directions for making a magic circle:You will begin by making a circle with the

goatskin … , nailing it down with four nails. Then you will take your blood stone and trace a

triangle inside the circle, beginning with the direction of the east….After which, the karcist will

gather his assistants into the circle … , placing the two candlesticks with the two verbena

wreaths on the right and the left of the inner triangle….After all that has been previously

mentioned has been performed, you will pronounce the following words:‘I offer you, O mighty

Adonai, this purest incense…. I offer it, O great and potent Adonai, Eloim, Ariel, and Jehovah,

with all my soul and all my heart.’CABALISTIC SYMBOLS Hebraic mysticism has four secret

symbols associated with the four letters comprising the name of God: the wand is associated

with I, the cup of libation with H, the sword with V, and the shekel of gold with H.CABALISTS

Some occultists perverted the teachings of the Hebraic Cabala and made it a collection of

recipes for gaining power over demons and controlling the elements. Cabalists are supposed to

renounce women in favor of sylphs and nymphs, who become immortal. Zedechias in the

eighth century is supposed to have caused regiments of sylphs to appear publicly and invite

men to join them in their kingdom. Cabalists were supposed to be able to locate lost objects by



invoking certain demons and saying aloud the word Agla.CABIRI A group of gods worshiped in

Hellenistic times. Their cult was known for its obscene practices. The Cabiric mysteries of

Samothrace were second in repute to the Eleusinian mysteries.CADIERE, CATHERINE French

nun, born at Toulon in 1709. She created a scandal by charging a highly respected Jesuit,

Father Girard, with bewitching her, and seducing her. The Parlement at Aix dismissed her

charges.CADUCEUS Hermes’ magic wand. The entwined serpents, one black and the other

white, represent good and evil, disease and health.CAGLIOSTRO The real name of the

occultist, alchemist, and magician known throughout Europe as Count Alessandro Cagliostro

was Giuseppe Balsamo (1745–1795). He acquired a fortune by selling love potions and magic

elixirs. His achievements included the manufacture of a diamond by alchemical means,

conjuring up a dead woman, and founding The Egyptian Lodge.CAINITES A heretical sect who

glorified as heroes Cain, Esau, and the Sodomites. They paid homage to Korah, a Hebrew who

was destroyed after he led a rebellion against Moses, and to Judas, whom they credited with

freeing mankind from Jesus. See Ophites.CALALU A herb used by the obeah man in the West

Indies. Jamaican slaves were induced to join a secret society in the belief that after their

initiation they would be beyond the control of the white man. After receiving an infusion of the

herb, the slave danced until he collapsed and fell into a profound sleep. The obeah man then

rubbed him with another substance that removed the effects of the calalu and the memory of

all that had happened to him after he stopped dancing.CALI Queen of demons and sultaness,

according to Collin de Plancy. Human victims were sacrificed to her.CALMECAC In ancient

Mexico, an institution where the occult arts were studied.CALMET, AUGUSTIN French

Benedictine monk (1672–1756). He wrote books on witchcraft, lycanthropy, and

demonology.CALUNDRONIUS A stone endowed with magic properties. It can be used for

apotropaic purposes against demons, enchantments, and spells.CALVARY According to an

ancient belief, Satan was present on Calvary when Christ was crucified. Like a bird of prey, he

perched on one arm of the Cross.CAMBIONS The offspring of succubi and

incubi.CAMPANELLA, TOMASO Italian occultist (1560-c. 1639). A Dominican friar, he turned to

the black arts after being imprisoned on charges of heresy.CAMUS, ALBERT French novelist,

dramatist, and essayist. Albert Camus (1913–1960) created Meursault, the protagonist of

L‘Etranger (1942), called by Papini ‘the loathsome personification of existentialist

Satanism.’CANCER In the mystery cult of Orpheus, the entrance of the soul into incarnation.

Cabalistically, it signifies the vital organs of the grand old man of the skies and therefore the life

forces.CANIDIA A sorceress often mentioned by Horace. She cast spells, using wax figures,

and succeeded in making the moon descend from the heavens.CANON EPISCOPI Until the

thirteenth century the Church held that witchcraft was an illusion or fantasy originating in

dreams and that belief in witchcraft was therefore heretical. The earlier view is presented in the

Canon or Capitulum Episcopi. Of uncertain origin, the Canon Episcopi was incorporated in the

Corpus Juri Canonici in the twelfth century and became a part of the Canon Law.CANTRIP A

spell cast by a witch.CAPEAU, LOUISE See Aix-en-Provence.CAPNOMANCY Divination by

observation of fumes rising from poppies thrown on live coals.CARCASSONNE French city

long associated with witchcraft. Angela de Labarthe was burned at Carcassonne in 1274,

charged with giving birth to a monstrous child, offspring of the Devil. The Inquisition found 74

persons in the vicinity guilty of practicing black magic between 1330 and 1335. In the latter part

of the fourteenth century, six hundred persons living in Carcassonne and Toulouse were

burned as witches.CARDAN, JEROME French occultist (1501–1576). He claimed to have his

own familiar demon, called Scaliger.CARDINAL POINTS In Egyptian religions, the gods of the

four cardinal points watched over the intestines of the dead. They were Amseti, Hapi,



Tuamutef, and Qebh-sennuf.CARDUCCI, GIOSUE Italian poet (1835–1907) and Nobel

laureate. He praised the great spirit of Evil in his poem ‘Inno a Satana’ (1863).CARMEL

CHURCH A Satanic church organized in the late nineteenth century in Lyon, France, by Jean-

Antoine Boullan. The Eglise de Carmel was the center for liturgical ceremonies to ransom

souls. Sacrilegious orgies were performed in the name of ‘Union de Vie’ (Life

Union).CAROLINA CODE The criminal code of the Holy Roman Empire. Introduced in 1532,

during the reign of Charles V, it was derived from the famous Bamberg code regarding capital

offenses (1508) and was followed in witchcraft trials.CARPOCRATES Second-century founder

of a Gnostic sect (the Carpocratians) stressing prior existence and metempsychosis. The sect

was popular in Alexandria but disappeared in the sixth century.CARPZOV, BENEDICT

Professor and member of the supreme court of Leipzig (1595–1666). He recommended

seventeen kinds of torture for witches, and the ‘thirty-six decisions’ which he handed down

became illustrious precedents, making him the guiding spirit of Protestant tribunals. He is

credited with signing the death warrants of thousands of persons accused of

witchcraft.CARTAPHILUS, JOSEPH The name ascribed to the Wandering Jew in the sixteenth

century.CASSIEL Chief of the spirits, according to the Book of Spirits.CASTEL DEL MONTE A

castle built in Italy by Frederick II in the thirteenth century. It was a replica of Solomon’s Temple

and was supposed to shelter the Master of the World, elected by the eight orders of knighthood.
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